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Designed to meet advanced hygiene needs in one 
streamlined solution, the shower toilet combines 
the benefits of a regular toilet with the cleanliness 
of a bidet. Already a standard in countries such 
as Japan, shower toilets use the most natural 

cleansing agent there is: water. It is gentle on 
the skin yet, highly effective and hygienic – 
and more sustainable than toilet paper. With 
the expansion of its portfolio, GROHE offers 
solutions that cater to different consumer needs.

GROHE SHOWER TOILETS
THE ELEVATED CLEANSING  
EXPERIENCE

PERSONALIZED CARE 
Twin shower arms with adjustable water 
temperature and a dedicated spray for the 
rear area and one for the female intimate 
area – for an advanced hygiene experience 

GENTLE DRYING 
Built-in drying function offers an alternative 
to toilet paper

EFFECTIVE & QUIET 
GROHE Triple Vortex flush uses three 
water outlets to create a powerful swirl 

EASY TO CLEAN 
Ceramic glazing has an anti-bacterial effect, 
while anti-stick coating repels dirt and limescale

GROHE SENSIA ARENA
INTELLIGENT CARE FOR ADVANCED 
HYGIENE AND COMFORT 

PERSONAL COMFORT: Integrated drying 
function and night light for convenient use

SMART USE: Innovative 
features controlled by remote 
control or smartphone app

TAILORED HYGIENE 
Separate shower arms for rear and female 
intimate area with adjustable water temperature

EFFORTLESS MAINTENANCE 
Anti-stick coating repels dirt and limescale, 
while Triple Vortex flush cleans thoroughly 
yet quietly

STATE-OF-THE-ART CLEANLINESS
PlasmaCluster* ion technology prevents 
bacteria build-up for exceptional hygiene
* PlasmaCluster and the PlasmaCluster logos are registered trademarks  
 of Sharp Corporation.

FRESH AIR 
Odour control with two vents and active 
carbon filter keeps smell away

SMOOTH INSTALLATION 
WITH GROHE RAPID SLX 
TOILET FRAME

IDEAL MATCH FOR SHOWER TOILETS 
Fully pre-assembled toilet frame comes with 
universal water connection and integrated 
power socket 

COMFORT BEYOND INSTALLATION 
U-shaped crossbar provides extra working 
space and flow manager makes it easy 
to adjust flush flow intensity – even after 
installation

GROHE SENSIA PRO
A PLUS IN HYGIENE FOR AN ENTRY-LEVEL PRICE

CONVENIENT TO USE 
Remote control with user 
profile saving and night 
light guarantee high comfort 

MODERN DESIGN  
Clean lines meet the growing minimalist trend

https://app.box.com/s/ryg5hzt9bvht69ryxldgzqscgo0shd0f

